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how can the service designer
activate meaningful routes
towards a sustainable future?
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the global crisis is disrupting the
linear economy, while setting the
ground for resilient & redistributed
microproductions

 

a great disruption



material

by hands
machinery

digital

skills, quality
personal identity
material culture

local
natural
discarded

artisan
community

tool making

textile artisans’ communities

flexible
small batches
textiles

high employment, wide applications, increasing consumptionwhy?



wicked problems

isolated & precarious artisans
unsustainable supply chain
missing strategic agenda

who?

why?

how?



 

top-down one-size-fits-all services & strategies to

address the diverse needs of local communities

the designer, instead of ‘parachuting’ in communities
using fixed and commodified sets of methods, needs
to draw on loal tacit knowledge in order to embed
meanings into the co-design of situated services

 

design-led systemic change

}



aim

to explore how the service 
designer can contribute to the
activation of meaningful
routes for the transition of textile
artisans’ communities towards
sustainable futures



challenging sustainable futures
aim:
to a theoretical proposition of sustainable
futures tailored to textile artisans’ communities,
and inform subsequent participatory case studies
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slow
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challenges

environmental info & labels
misperception of quality over-consumption

generational divide

outsourced manufacturing IP issues

endangered heritage craft

low access to capitalcapitalistic model

misunderstanding artisans & designers

opportunities
fair-trade

remanufacturing loops

storytelling

cross-collaborationssystemic thinking

technological progresses

marketing strategies

social enterprisessynergy designers & artisans



manifesto for the sustainable future
of textile artisans’ communities

Deeply embracing aesthetic at systems level, shifting from styles to meanings: ‘less 

bad’ is not ‘good’; ‘being’ vs. ‘having’.

Disrupting the fast fashion, through a slow craft, grounded on beautiy, quality, 

know-how, longevity, locality.

Thoroughly syncronising the handmade and the digital as tools to innovate our 

aesthetic and ethics. 

Challenging the ‘business as usual’, making all the assets in the value chain flourish.

Interconnecting textiles to their wholeness, closing the loop of resources: 

materials, processes, people, places.

Holistically restoring the ecosystem, but also our human, social and cultural systems.

Empowering local textile artisans’ communities, sharing resources, skills, time as a 

collective wisdom.

Weaving an enabling ecosystem and sustaining innovations at glocal level.

Making the intangible tangible and perpetuating our immaterial heritage.

Designing: understanding, storytelling, sense-making, co-creating, activating.



case study nottingham lace artisans

aimed to develop an initial service design framework for
bridging from visions of the future to actionable realities



storytelling

https://goo.gl/Z25Xpn https://goo.gl/aCH6v0 https://goo.gl/LMZQLI

fashion fabrics
leavers lace

Clu
ny Lace Co Ltd

shawls & scarves
knitted lace

G.H
.Hurt & Son Ltd

jewellery
embroidered lace

JC Middlebrook

eliciting tacit knowledge



sensemaking

skilled to teach
and learn how
to handle and
update our
machinery

developing
our business

for modern
times while

keeping our
tradition and

quality    

being economically
self-sustainable

while running
my own business

full time    

bridging from visions to realities



co-designing

how might 
lace-inspired 
artisans be 
economically 
sustainable in 
Nottingham?

setting a shared
research plan

boosting local
economic development

peer consumers

peer producers

partners

public museums
(nottingham city museums)

arts org.
(RSA, NAE)

tourism
(experience

nottinghamshire)place-making
(CQ)

film
makers
(edward

jarvis)
students,

graduates,
interns

bobbin
lace
guildsocial

media

hackspace

crafts
council

event
organisers

(lace:here:now,
lace hack)

digital
support

(broadway,
near now)

story-
tellers

HE institutions
(NCN)

universities
(NTU, UoN)

cultural partners
(Lakeside)

nottingham
civic

society

private
museums

(framework
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(NCA)

publishers

nottingham
city of

literature

consumers

peer producers

partners

lace-inspired
artisans

nottingham
city council

tourists

education
(schools,

museums)

creative
& digital

industries
consortium

co-working spaces
(the oldknows factory,
backlit, cobden place)

national
network

(arts council,
RSA, UKTI)

oline retailers
(etsy)

university
(mixed reality lab, 

advanced
manufacturing)

business
support

(growth hub,
antenna,
the hive,

future factory)

support processes

backstage interactions

physical evidences

customer actions

onstage interactions

line of interaction

line of visibility

line of internal interaction

participants information pack
informed consent form

setting aim and expected outcomes

signing informed consent

camera, distaphone, notebook
factory (and facilities)

report and video

drawing current state of the art
guided tours in factories
identifying barriers & enablers

observing artisans in their factories
brainstorming future ideas
setting research plan
brainstorming future services

amendments
iterative prototype
planning next steps

feedback on initial findings

outlining research questions
defining study protocol
email invitation

documenting the process
mapping stakeholders

transcribing
analysis
writing-up

research ethics
setting up team
printing out (e.g. tools)

documentation by assistant dissemination strategy
translation into action

co-researcher in residence

https://goo.gl/NOjoRM

     Building trustworthy and collaborative relationships
     Co-creating solutions, addressing mutual needs and wants
     Embedding quality throughout the supply chain
     Enhancing provenance through certifications of controlled origin
     Sustaining a long-term community and strategy
     Respecting the past and wisely shaping the future
     Raising citizens’ awareness and rescuing the artisanal heritage
     Nurturing pride, celebrating the stories of the lace industry
 



co-designing
sustainable

futures

drawing on local knowledge
to situate the intervention
locale

sharing a sustainable
vision of the future
vision

building a collaborative
middle-up-down strategy

collaboration

co-designing services
for long-term impact

on place-making

activation

sharing values to assess
community’s self-sustainability

self-sustainability

raising awareness
through compelling
narratives

awareness



case study cape town textile artisans

aimed to review & enrich a service design framework for
bridging from visions of the future to actionable realities



situating
the context of the intervention



http://goo.gl/7LIZJo

new narratives
mapping out the state of the art

storytelling
with textile
artisans in
cape town
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agents of alternatives
mobilising the artisans’ voices



middle-up-down
how might
we make CT 
textile artisans 
organically 
flourish, locally 
& beyond?

     Acting responsibly, transparently, ethically
     Building good relationships, grounded on trust and mutual respect
     Being open to sharing
     Shaping horizontal collaborations 
     Allowing for diversity and freedom of expression
     Honouring and embodying meaning into textiles
     Making community assets flourish
     Slowly weaving the threads and exploring new routes
     Self-sustaining through a supportive web
     Making it inclusive

collective show
(talks, sales)

shared REP
(travels)

activism campaign
(social media)

annual review
(action plan)

informed consent
(creative commons)

contact list
(google+)

open database
(website, print-outs)

admin support
(CPUT apprentice)

collective blog
(photos, web links)

quarterly meeting
(open studios)

I agree

I disagree

HELPCC

#
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dyes)
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collective

admin
support
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francesco
other textile
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labs
(CPUT

technology
station)

customers
(crowdfunding)

consultants
venue owners

(75 harrington...)

potential
employees

international
trade shows
(heimtextiles,
textworld...)

corporations
(picknpay...)

media
(pursuit,

design+cape...)

retailers
(old biscuit mill,

watershed,
fabricate,

kin...)

support
organisations

(CCDI,
CTFC,
SAFC,
clotex,
SEDA,
CSIR...)

social
enterprises

creative
commons

(open textbooks
4africa)

universities
(CPUT)

manufacturers
(fabrics,
printers,
CMTs)

impementation

finance

partners

sales &
marketing

cost of delivery surplus revenue

competitors

delivery customer
segments

macro economic
environment

marketsocial value proposition

 

Pursuit SA;
Gov. organisations

Open access database;
Blog;
Quarterly meetings;
Collective trade shows;
Shared international REP;
Annual reviews

Creative commons;
Web domain;
Artisans’ studios;
Exhibition spaces;

Textile artisans
Potential employees
University (CPUT)
Gov. organisations (CCDI)
Social enterprises

Nurturing sense of
responsibility & agency;
Building collaborative
system;
Training craft skills;
Opening local alternatives;
Creating local jobs;
Enhancing environmental
sustainability

Proactive &
self-sustainable
textile artisans’ collective

Cultures;
Lack;
Access;

Blog
Social media
Activism campaigns
Word of mouth

TBC (crowdfunding + grants) Trade shows Non-for-profit organisation

trust relationships
within a middle-up
-down platform for
sharing information
throughout the
supply chain

weaving the threads

https://goo.gl/42tDQP



legacy

scaling up the impact

activating a support network outlining an action plan

https://goo.gl/AT0lJk



what have i learned?

situating
the intervention
interweaving
the narrative

making sense of
sustainable futures

co-creating
situated services

activating a legacy
for community’s
self-sustainability
planning
next steps

anthropologist
storyteller

ethnography
contextual interviews

concept mapping co-creation
workshops

roundtable discussion
questionnaires

sensemaker co-creator activist
reflective practitioner
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what others might learn?
st

akeholders

ac
ademics

designers

to engage in a situated process of co-designing
services and activating meaningful social 
innovations 

to adopt and adapt a service design framework for
understanding contexts and co-designing situated
services, meaningful to local communities

to understand the cultural and critical value of
the service designer in bridging from abstract visions
of the future to meaningful actionable realities



let’s activate
meaningful routes

towards a sustainable
future

!



does it
make sense ?

 

          f.mazzarella@lboro.ac.uk

Francesco Mazzarella

@FraMazzarella 


